Kanikawī, Kanikikawā
Learn how to make and play the 'Ohe Hano Ihu: Hawaiian nose flute and the Hokiookie: Hawaiian gourd whistle

The two instruments are tied together in moʻolelo and tradition through the story of Kanikawi - Kanikawa. This moʻolelo also explains and functions as the source knowledge for our understanding of the purpose and use of the nose flute and gourd whistle in Hawaiian culture and how they are related to one another.

Date: Saturday, June 4, 2011
Time: 10:00am – 3:00pm
Where: ʻIolani Building Room 108, Windward Community College

**Limited to the first 12 people who commit, $10 charge

To reserve your spot or for more information call: 235-7388 or email: peterm@hawaii.edu